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Abstract: The content is extracted by means of semantic relevancy. The semantic relevancies relate the content of 
videos based on a certain parameter. The parameter varies between system to system (implementation). The 
parameter will improve the performance of semantic relevancy and accuracy. This accuracy is obtained after various 
random experiments. Here a method called concept, sub concept graph method is used to implement the semantic 
relevancies. A graph algorithm is constructed to improve the relevancies between concepts. The ontology model is 
created based on the relationship between the vertices. At first relationship between the parent and child are 
calculated. Then based on all the relationships the diagrammatic representations are done. Based on hit rates the 
priority of web pages are done and based on the number of relationships the value for the vertices are noted. 
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1. Introduction  

The existing system deals with the fuzzy 
logic based system where automatic genetic based 
objects are constructed [1]. 
2. Existing system 

(1) The main drawback of this system is the 
accuracy of the relevant measurement is not measured. 

(2) The amount of relevancy and amount of objects 
created using genetic algorithms is main problem in 
current system. Improving precision and recall are the 
two main constraints in current web domain. (3) Here 
is deal with 2 approaches concept vertex graph (CVG) 
approach and object genetic measurement (ogm) 
approach. 

 
3.1Proposed solution: 
Working Block Dig: 

1. Videos are converted into vertex. 
2. Property of vertex are based on hits. 
 
 

Semantic  
Similarity 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Final result with high semantic similarity. 
 
The proposed solution generally deals with the (i) collecting all related videos in form of  

Connected to 
vertex 

Videos 
 

Optimisation  
Semantic Similarity 
using genetic algorithm 
 

Measuring 
semantic similarity 
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Directed graph i.e. means all videos are represented by a vertex. V1to Vn such that the value of accuracy is 
measured by the minimum distance between the vertex. 
Let us consider: 
V1>V2 be 2 vertex such that in a way that the P (V1), P (V2)…….P (Vn)> Propagation of occurrences of vertex 
depends on user view ( rate). 
P (V1)>Start vertex, next vertex depends the semantic relevancy is obtained based on the maximum value of the hit 
rates after compulsion. 
Algorithm for ontology constant and semantic similarity  
let //V1,V2,V3 be the vertex 
//O be the ontology model 
//Sm be semantic similarity between videos. 
//h(Vn).hit rate of vertex(Video) from Vn-1 videos 
//O(S).Optimum similarity of the video. 
 O created by means of collecting all vertex(video) and based on hit rate. 
 O=V1->Vn and o € V1 -> Vn 
 Sm for V1>V2=max hit rate of V2 from V1 
Sm for V1>V3=Second max hit rate from V1 
Sm for V1.Vn= nth max hit rate from V1.  
      On the user new. 
      end 
Ontology model (dig1) 

  
The ontology model is created by means of considering videos and their hit rates. 
     Let us assume that  
H(V3) = 3 hits 
H(V4) from V1= 2 hits 
 Similarity between vertexes is calculated by 
  Sm (V1) =V2, V3, V4 = hits (Max), 
  Hits (second max), hits (Third max) 
Hits (Fourth max)  …….. hits (nth max) 
Optimum similarity 
O(S)= Max{S[V1,[V2,V3]], 
      S[V2,[V3,V4]], 
      S[V3,[V4,V1]], 
      S[V1,[V2,V3,V4]] 
O(S)=Max {hits caused by combination}. 
Ontology Construction Measurement: 
 Ontology construction measurement is done by means of hit rates. h1>h2>h3 =V1>V2>V3.The 
measurements of hit rates generally given by search engines and user views. So based on hit late the ontology graph 
is done. 
Algorithm for ontology graph  
// (let olg) Ontology graph model 
// V1>Vn Vertex in Ontology graph 
// OCM be measuring ontology graph //constructed with V1,V2,…..Vn.  
 Implies  

V1 V2 

V3 

V
4 
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 OCM=Max [h1] - 2nd Max (h2) (v2), n max  (hn)(Vn). 
end finally ontology is constructed and measured.Genetic algorithm implementation to improve the similarity 
between moving under objects. The objects presented between the videos are related by mean of genetic algorithm. 
 Algorithm for genetic optimization  
//O1 (V1) is object 1 of video 1 (vertex 1) 
// O2 (V2) be object 2 of videos 2   (vertex 2) 
// On (Vn) be object n of video (Vn) 
// F O1 (V1) Present in On(V2) then  
    O1 (V1) → parent of On(V2) 
    O1 (V1) Present in On(Vn) then  
    O1 (V1) parent of On(Vn) 
Else 
Check O2 (V2) full On (Vn)  
Find parent child relationship between all objects in all video (O1) vertexes. 
O1 (V1) present in On(V2) and new O(V2) 
           On (V2). Then child of O1 (V1) = new   
    O (V2). This child of O1 (V1) =new    On(Vn).  
        End Diagram representation (dig2) 
      
 
       
    
   
       
 If O1 (V1)  If O1 (V1) 
 Present and   present and 
      O new (V2)  O new (V3) 
Example for implementing 3 approaches: 

1. Ontology Construction 
 2. Semantic Similarity 
 3. Genetic algorithm with a restaurant example. Consider hotels present in India (Hotel Taj, Residency, Alloft) 
Ontology is constructed based on user views. 
Let V1→ Max hit rate for      
          Hotel Taj 

V2→ 2nd max hit rate for hotel residency 
V3→ 3rd max hit rate for hotel aloft. 

 
 

Dig3 
 
 
 
 
 
                 H1=10   H2=06 
   H3=05 
  So V1 is top of vertex since hits are more.  
 
Semantic Similarity is calculated  
   with the formula and optimal   
    solution is obtained.  
Genetic Algorithm. 
Here V1 is parent because V1 occurs in all searches of V2 and V3. So V1 is parent of V2 and V3. 
   Ontology Model 
 Videos→ Vertex → Vertex arranged based on hit rates. Videos (1) →Videos (2) →Video (n)
 Eg:- Priority  sports is searched and the priority as follows: 

V1 

V3 V4 

V1 

V2 V3 
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Foot pass 
Cricket 
Hockey 
Foot ball no. of hits is 800(app) 
Cricket no. of hits is 700(app) 
Foot ball and Cricket is 600(app) 
Dig4 
    Foot ball 
 
Cricket         hockey 
 
 
 
 
 
So hence the popular sports are calculated based on the hit rates. 
Semantic Similarity between videos. 
 For the same example the videos are arranged in such a way that the most popular videos are arranged first 
then the next videos. 
V1→V2= Max hits =1500 
V2→V3=2nd hits =1400 
V3→V1=3rd hits =1300 

 Based on hits the semantic similarity is calculated. 
Genetic Algorithms approach for the objects in the videos 

4 Comparison of results from existing and proposed solution 
  Table 1 

The object cricket present in the videos is related with the other videos.  
  Eg. Object football is checked in all the videos in order to generate the genetic object extraction. 

Comparison between existing of proposed Experimental approach: 
 Existing system they have considered precision and recall values. Values for football videos (semantic Similar) 

existing proposed. 
Ontology model comparison: 
Existing solution is generally based on rules, here we propose a model based on hit rates. They used beyond 
connection to create the ontology model. Here we propose a solution which is retrieved based on hit rates. Rule 
comparison with ontology 
5 Comparing Rule schema (existing) with proposed genetic algorithm Table 2 
 
Rule based on logical relations produced by the 
ontology model designer.  

Here hit rate indicates the quality of pages increased and 
accepted by the user while browsing. 

Man made relations. Quality based relations. 
The logical connection is not verified. Verified by the user comments 
 
   3.2 Proposed solution 
Functional block diagram 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V1 

V3 V

Web pages based on hitrate 

Connected to 
vertices 

Based on 
relation 
between 
vertices 

value of 
vertices 
between 
vertices 
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Based on relation between vertices value of vertices based on this rate Functional Block of ontology creation. 
Diagrammatic representation of ontology creations. 
V1-Based on high numer of hits/View by user. 
V2-Based on Second high number of hits/view by user 
Vn-Based on nth high number of hits/views by user 
R1-Maximum number of relations between vertices,1, 4 2 
R2-2nd maximum of relation between vertices 2,4,3 
R3-3rd maximum number of relations between vertices, 3,4,2. 
S.T=Ontology model is given by  
 
 
 
V1                R1             V2 
R3                                R2 
    V3 
 
 
V1=Maximum hit rate 
R1=V1  Relate V2 (Maximum) 
R2=V2 Relate V3 (2nd Max) 
R3=V3 Relate V1(3rd Max) 
Max1<Max 2<max 3 
Relation union (V1,V2) 
(Vn Vn)  Interaction (V1,V2) 
disjoint    (V1,V2) 
Exnor      (V1,V2) 
 Exnor        (V1,V2) 
Value.No. of relations 
Number of relations increase then value increase else value decrease. 
end if. 
Algorithm for ontology creation: 
// V1 be the vertex with maximum number of hits/view by user. 
//V2 be the vertex with second maximum number of hits/view by user 
//V3 be the vertex with third maximum number of hits/views by user. 
//Vn be the nth number of hits/views by user 
//R1 be maximum number of relation between V1 & V2. 
// R2 be 2nd maximum number of relation between vertices V2 & V3. 
R3 be 3rd maximum number of relation between vertices V3 & V1. 
Semantic similarity calculations: 
 The Semantic similarity is calculated by mean of the matrix method of maximum relations.Let us consider 
for example:(V1,V2,V3)=(14,12,10) 
 
 V1 V2 V3 
V1 1 0 14 10 
V2 2 6  0 12 
V3 3 7 10  0 
V1>V3=10  V2.V1=6 
V1>V2=14  V2  V2=0 
v1  v3=10  v2 v3=12 
 
Name Precision Recall Precision (Proposed System) Recall (Proposed System) 
Pass(event) 87.5 70 88.2 72 
Side kick(event) 100 50 100 56 
 Shot(goal even) 100 100 100 100 
Average   90  69  96.3  76 
v3  v1=7, v3  v2=10   v3  v3=0  
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Our primary objective is to increase the number of relations between the vertices. If the relation increases the 
semantic relevancy gets increased. So our proposed semantic similarity involves the relationship between the 
vertices has to be increased. 
Procedure: 
1. First all the vertex and their relations with other vertex is calculated. 
2. The relationship between the vertex are calculated. 
3. The relationship between the vertex’s are calculated 
4. If the number of relation is less the proposed alternate path method help us to increase the number of relations 
between the vertices. 
V1  V3=10 Alternate path is    V1>V2 then  V2>V3. 
 
 
                 14 
V1                 6      12       
     10     7               10 
                          V3 
 
 
 
 Which implies the cost of brand is 14+12=26.  The relation are 2 6 11 only. 
The relation for vertex where the value if 0 is calculated.  So maximum number of relations are obtained.Relation of 
V2  V1=22.So probable maximum number of relation are made. 
Algorithm for Semantic search similarity calculations: 
//R  be relationship 
//V1   Vn  be vertex 
//R1 Rn be relation for v1 vn 
R(v1 Vn ) is calculated 
if R(Vn1 Vn2)=MAX  
then 
stop 
else 
if R(Vn1 Vn2)=min  
then 
MAX R(Vn1 Vn2) 
Relate (Vn1 Vn2)=MAX  
then 
R(Vn3 Vn4) is selected 
Search if 
R(Vn3 Vn4)=Min 
then 
Max R(Vn3  Vn4) 
else 
Stop continue till all vertex visit and maximum relation obtained 
End 
Sementic similarity optimization using Greedy algorithm 
Consider the diagram 
 
 
                  14 
V1                 6      12       
     10        7               10 
                          V3 
 
 
 
Greedy method 
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Normal path 
v1 v2=14 
V2 V3=12 
V3 V1=7 
V3 V2=10 
V2 V1=6 
V1 V3=10 
Special path 
To travel from V1 V3 normal path given 10.when we travel vertex V1 to V2 to V3 
V1 V2 V3=14+12=26 
Special Task 1 
To travel from V3 V2 normal path gives 10 but when we travel V3 V1 V2=7+14=21 
Special Task 2 
To travel from V2 V1 normal path gives 10 but when we travel V2 V3 V1=12+7=19 
Special Task 3 
To travel from  V1 V2normal path gives 14.In special path  V1 V3 V2=10+10=20 
Special Task 4 
To travel from  V2 V3normal path gives 12.In special path  
 V2 V1 V3=6+10=16 
Special Task 5 
To travel from V3 V1 normal path gives 7.In special path V3 V2 V1=10+6=16 
A travelling from normal path the value is high when compared to special path technique. This technique helps us to 
make more relationship. The optimization of semantic search can also done by greedy algorithm. 
 Greedy Algorithm 
//let V1 Vn be vertex 
Task1 Task n be greedy algorithm task 
R1 Rn be relation 
Traverse from Vn1 Vn2 Then 
The value is calculated 
If Value <MAX value 
Special Task(Greedy) implemented 
Sub vertex traversal implemented 
Vn1 Vn2=Vn1 Vn3 Vn2 
Greedy special task=Max path for vertex 
Max.path=Max.Relations R1 Rn 
 
Experiment resultsFrom experiment we found that more relations arew made (ie)  
 

Test set code Existing ontology Proposed solution 
01 .69 .90 
02 .74 .86 
03 .59 .72 
04 .73 .79 
05 .85 .93 
06 .78 .86 

semantic retrieval gets increased with more relations. 
 
4 Conclusion and future work: 

Thus the ontology model and semantic 
similarity for that model is designed so that the 
semantic relation of the vertex is increased and the 
increased similarity results in the optimal ontology 
semantic search. This optimal solution is verified and 
improved by the means of greedy algorithm. In future 
we have decided to implement the solution for more 
vertex and more relation and to complex system will 

be designed for improving optimal semantic 
search.Hence we proposed a method of ontology 
construction, semantic similarity measurement and 
genetic algorithm for object. This method is a 
competitive method in real world market. In future we 
have decided to construct a similar type of ontology, 
semantic and genetic approach to certain current real 
world problems and to find solution. Thus the 
ontology model and semantic similarity for that model 
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is designed so that the semantic relation of the vertex 
is increased and the increased similarity results in the 
optimal ontology semantic search. This optimal 
solution is verified and improved by the means of 
greedy algorithm. In future we have derived to 
implement the solution for more vertex and more 
relation and to complex system will be designed for 
improving optimal semantic search. 
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